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play called ‘Coral City’. Fadel did SFX makeup on 10 actors sin-
glehandedly with no assistants, She had no time to make mis-
takes and had only one hour for each person to transform
them into fishes.

Challenges 
“I come from a religious family. My mother did not support

me at first because she thought that this field is not suitable
for girls. But when she saw that I had talent, she allowed me
to post my works on Instagram, so I started to receive orders
and plays to work with,” Fadel told Kuwait Times. “I convinced
her that where I work as a computer engineer, I talk and inter-
act with a lot of men, but I have my limits and this is what I
will also do in my new work.” 

But things were not all that rosy. “I found I had to work at
night almost all the time with no sleep, so I stopped doing
some work and started to work with lighter productions,” said
Fadel. “I worked lately with on the popular movie “Habib Al-
Ard” directed by Ramadan Khasrouh. The film is about Kuwaiti
poet Fayeq Abdul Jaleel, who became a victim during the Gulf
War in 1991, and how he struggled,” she added.

The challenges Fadel faces in Kuwait include having a hard
time finding her make-up materials, and when she does, it is
expensive compared to other countries. SFX makeup artists
can find special effects professional make-up only from
Kryolan and Make Up For Ever, and the rest has to be ordered
online.

Side Job
Despite SFX makeup being her passion, Fadel studied

computer engineering for a living. She is cautious and chose
not to make her SFX makeup work a fulltime job. “To be hon-
est, we see older SFX makeup artists have no jobs now,
because everyone now wants younger people to work hard
with fresh creativity in this field. So I cannot count on only
working as an SFX makeup artist,” she said.

Fadel has her own line of crowns, costumes and special
effects makeup at reasonable prices, and dreams of having
her own store.


